
RFP FOR CISCO SMARTNET WARRANTY

CARROLLTON CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT

DUE DATE: March 18, 2022

BY TIME: 12:00 pm

Bid evaluation will be March 18, 2022. Bids may be emailed, or hardcopy. Bidder is solely responsible for
delivery. Bids received after the bid date will not be accepted. Bids may be emailed to
craig.george@carrolltoncityschools.net AND cc: jared.price@carrolltoncityschools.net or otherwise
delivered to:

Carrollton City Schools

Attn: Craig George/SmartNet RFP

106 Trojan Drive

Carrollton, GA 30117

Exact part numbers and quantities are estimated for bidding purposes. Parts and quantities are subject to
change after the bid award.  Use of a brand name, trade name, make, model, manufacturer, or vendor catalog
number in specifications is for the purpose of establishing a grade or quality of material only. It is not the intent
to rule out other competition; therefore, the phrase “or equivalent” is added. However, if a product other than
that specified is proposed, it is the vendor’s responsibility to submit with the proposal brochures, samples,
and/or detailed specifications on items proposed. Carrollton City Schools shall be the sole judge concerning the
merits of the proposal submitted.

Proposal submissions

1. Provide a detailed Quote/Bill of Materials (BOM) with individual component costs.
2. Provide a list of any deviations from the specifications in this RFP. Otherwise, the bidder will be

responsible for strictly adhering to specifications in the RFP.
3. Provide pricing for both 3yr and 5yr, 8x5xNBD SmartNet coverage for Cisco devices listed at the end of

this document. The cost must include delivery, if applicable.  Electronic delivery is acceptable.  The
vendor is responsible for the delivery of warranty only. The vendor is not responsible for installation,
configuration, or any other support after successful delivery. SmartNet coverage directly from Cisco is
required.  Additional vendor services may also be included in submittal only to augment Cisco SmartNet
coverage.  Such cost from vendor or third party service options should be listed separately on
submittal.



Proposals will be scored according to the following factors:

Factor Weight
Cost 60%

Matches specifications 40%

Device Name Serial Number Device Type

CCSD-Core FDO235214H1 N9K-C93240YC-FX2

Fogo-Edge FDO235214JB N9K-C93240YC-FX2

BOE-Distro FOC2544Y7C6 C9300L-48P-4X-A

CCSD-JHS-DIST FDO222718D4 N9K-C93180YC-EX

CUES-DIST FDO22263QXF N9K-C93180YC-EX

CES-Dist FDO2227188N N9K-C93180YC-EX

HM-Dist C9300L-48P-4X-A

CCSD-OnlineAcad FJC24371LSR C9300L-48P-4X-A

CHS-Distro FDO222716QW N9K-C93180YC-EX

Transpo-Dist C9300L-48P-4X-A

CCSD-ASR1001X FXS2346Q0CE Cisco ASR1001-X

Fogo-ASR1001X FXS2346Q0CL Cisco ASR1001-X

FMC1600 WZP2344050K

Cisco Firepower

Management Center

1600

CHS-FPR2130 JAD2404018U

Cisco Firepower 2130

Threat Defense

Fogo-FPR2130 JAD2404017R

Cisco Firepower 2130

Threat Defense

Fogo-ASA FTX203112JQ ASA5525

Fogo-ASA2 FTX202410UN ASA5525


